The paper summarises research findings concerned with the study of functional and cognitive properties of multifunctional sentence components used in the framework of business communication, as well as their actualisation in the context of the speaker's linguistic identity. While such components appear understudied, they largely shape the linguacultural profile of a given language. Therefore, a study promoting accurate perception of their properties may lay the ground for a better and more productive intercultural business interaction. The study considers language units functioning at different levels in English, French and Russian to single out the types and functions of syntactic relationships registered in these languages, as well as the means of their expression. The study shows that as far as syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components are concerned, their specifics is manifested not only in the set of coordinating means, but also in the peculiarities of their functioning.
Introduction

Coordinating Constructions in Professional Communication
Modern linguistic science demonstrates the increased interest towards the various kinds of coordinating constructions, which is due to the active development of such new lines of research as logical linguistic analysis and semantic syntax. A major driving force behind the expansion of multifunctional constructions studies has to do with the evident amplification of the functional trend, which can be instrumental in describing practical manifestation of a phenomenon actualised within a given language. With this type of constructions, the problem is that the connections within them diverge from traditional standards of composition, which warrants the emergence of unique original features in speech or text. These features, in turn, take shape as linguistic identity is developed and actualised in speech practices. Notably, in studying syntactic coordination, researchers mostly address coordinating conjunctions, which are the main means of expressing coordination and a central (core) element of sentence structure.
In the context of multiculturalism, peoples' linguistic identities are obviously inseparable from their cultural identities: according to the well-known expert in language and culture relationships David Crystal, "it is virtually impossible for people to engage with speakers of other languages in everyday conversation without cultural issues needing to be taken into account" (Crystal, 2017, p. 16) . This paper aims to study the relationship between opposing identities in the process of professional communication as one of the key instruments of intercultural interaction. The authors argue that a valuable step in addressing the stated agenda lies in studying syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components (CMCCs). The language of business media was used as a productive source of material to investigate English, French and Russian syntactic constructions and the corresponding implications for identity research.
The study intends to develop a set of indicators to be used in measuring the relationship between professional language and identity, investigating the connection between language and identity, and examining the correlation of personal vs social and/or cultural group identity. The authors also consider national and cultural hallmarks of language units functioning at different levels in English, French and Russian, and analyse the types and functions of syntactic relationships registered in these languages, as well as the means of their expression.
Professional Language and Identity
Identity is a multivalent concept, which is perceived and interpreted differently within various domains of research. Broadly speaking, the key to understanding the concept of identity lies in differentiating personal and social identities, which are contrasted as a set of features distinguishing one individual from another (personal), and the set of features acquired as a result of community or group belonging (social). While language and culture are indisputably connected, cultural identity exhibits its specific peculiarities and has a lot in common with the notions of social and ethnic identity.
Language represents one of the key indicators of identity. Linguistic identity is associated with language groups a person belongs to, as well as with a person's self-identification with the corresponding culture. A linguaculture unites people, creating a shared identity for the members of a single community, which is why linguacultural identity implies linguistic uniformity of a people (Vishnyakova & Polyakova, 2017 ). People's linguistic identities may change throughout their lifetime for different reasons, including the existence of the so called 'contact zones' ("points where different languages and cultures meet") (Aleksandrova, Mendzheritskaya, & Malakhova, 2017, p. 100) . Therefore, various aspects of human activity need to be considered in investigating this issue -including the role of professional activity in the evolution of linguistic identity.
The advent of globalisation implies extension of relationships and interdependencies of different languages and cultures in the context of business and professional communication. Global changes in linguistic and cultural trends also translate into cultural disunity, prompting some nations to strive for cultural self-assertion and preservation of their traditional values. In this context, CMCCs provide valuable material the can be studied to better describe the issues of contemporary professional language and linguistic identity.
Structurally, a business person's professional identity comprises three levels: the verbal-semantic level (acquiring professional speech, terminology, jargon, the thematic context emerging in the framework of professional activity); the thesaurus level (acquiring professional mentality determined by the specifics of professional activity and reflected in speech activity and the peculiarities of speech perception; at this level of professional identity, a business person establishes the sphere of concepts with "business" as its core concept); the motivational level (reflects the set of professional values, motives, beliefs, intentions that are realised through specific speech strategies).
A professional linguaculture is not traditionally viewed as an independent type, because professional linguacultures are studied as branches of culture or as subcultures that include speech etiquette, traditions, customs, etc. These components are a set of social norms of conduct.
The increased attention towards the professional language can be attributed to the growing multiculturalism and the spreading business communication practices, whereby the issue of efficient interaction is brought to the forefront (Malyuga & Tomalin, 2017; Ponomarenko, 2018) . Linguacultural and functional-cognitive premises of text organisation vary widely in different languages and call for scientific consideration mainly because of their inseparable association with cultural uniqueness. From this perspective, a study of functional-semantic and structural-semantic aspects of CMCCs may shed light on the specifics of people's cognitive and linguistic perceptions and behaviour.
Professional language is a historical and national category, a product of various factors and their intertwined synergies. Linguists emphasise the key role of social factors in the process of language development (Bradley & Bradley, 2013; Bright, 2017; Gregory & Carroll, 2018; Roberts & Winters, 2012) . The expansion of economic and political relations is also one of the building blocks for social integration.
This study is primarily concerned with the role of language in identity development, as well as with the interconnection between national language and identity. Considering the connection between language and identity, their integration can be viewed not only as a generalisation of social and spiritual experience, but also as a collective reflection. The objects of the world and their signs are not always named exactly, with the help of names, in the meaning of which the stereotypical idea of the language speakers about the named object is fixed. The vagueness of perception and identification, the ambiguity of the attitude, the absence of the name of the object in the speaker's language or its rejection can lead to certain nomination difficulties, which makes it necessary to resort to means of approximate nomination (McGee, 2018) . In intercultural professional and business communication, identity is the basis for national and cultural identity, an indicator of one's own and the opposite of a stranger. Consequently, intercultural business and professional communication can be viewed as a relationship of opposing identities, forming a foundation for business partners' communication.
Theoretical Background
In the public eye, profession acts as a model of a specific lifestyle and a source shaping a person's crucial values and beliefs. In its linguistic actualisation, professional knowledge helps perceive and explain the surrounding realia, which is why a detailed and multifaceted study of professional language, and particularly its understudied syntactical issues, will contribute to a deeper understanding of the various processes taking place in the contemporary language of business communication.
CMCCs have been garnering linguists' attention for a while now. They were first registered in the French language by Antoine (Antoine, 1962), who described them using the term "constructions différées". Constructions featuring coordinating components are syntactic constructions where a coordinating conjunction unites words fulfilling various syntactic functions. For example:
( (Smith, 2018) (2) There might be a housing crisis-but not in my back yard (Derounian, 2013) .
However, the status of CMCCs remains a disputable issue. Most of the studies only offer brief accounts of this type of syntactic constructions with no theoretical backing or interpretation whatsoever.
A comprehensive investigation of CMCCs can be found in the work by Haff (Haff, 1990) . In her monograph, the author relies on the functional approach towards syntactic coordination, offers an exhaustive analysis of the functions of coordinating conjunctions and catalogues coordinating word classes in contemporary French to conclude that consistent occurrence of CMCCs and their recurrent use attest to their prevalence, as well as their "legitimacy".
Even a cursory review of theoretical studies concerned with CMCCs functioning in different languages reveals an urgent need to define their insufficiently explored grammatical status. As has been highlighted above, international linguistic literature often offers nothing more than a brief description of CMCCs registered in different sentences, while specialised studies on the issue appear extremely scarce.
For example, Chevalier et al. (Chevalier, 1995) in their "Grammaire Larousse du français contemporain" offer a chapter dealing with the analysis of syntactic coordination. Although the authors do note that the traditional rule whereby coordinating conjunctions are used to unite similar elements is being disregarded in contemporary French, they fail to offer any kind of explanation as to the role of coordinating conjunctions in the given context. Damourette and Pichon (1970) illustrate this peculiarity of the French language using the coordinating conjunction et as an example and emphasise two cases of its functional operation: in cases where the connected sentence parts perform the same syntactic function (Type 1); in cases where et unites components performing different syntactic functions (Type 2). Having analysed the French press, the authors conclude that Type 2 constructions fully comply with the language norm.
According to Delatour et al. (Delatour, 2004) , coordinating conjunctions are mainly used to connect elements belonging to the same class and performing identical syntactic functions. This stipulation suggests a wider scope of application for coordinating conjunctions.
The most comprehensive and detailed account of CMCCs can be found in "La coordination en français"-a fundamental work by Antoine (Antoine, 1962) , who characterised his study as an attempt to investigate a "quasi-unexplored realm of research". Analysing the existing coordinating structures registered in the French language, the author touches upon synthesis as a phenomenon of contemporary syntax, and considers zeugmatic constructions as a type of synthesis. The underlying motive behind his interest towards zeugma has to do with the reduction of one or several elements in the second part of the utterance taking place in CMCCs (which is due to the general tendency towards the economy of speech efforts).
Russian linguists suggest diverse approaches to handling the interconnection of multifunctional and homogeneous sentence parts. Researchers draw opposite conclusions depending on the way they interpret the essence of grammatical homogeneity. Contemporary linguistic literature concerned with the study of CMCCs treats them as homogeneous sentence parts, partially homogeneous or transitional (i.e., transitioning from non-homogeneous to homogeneous), and "genuine" coordination with no homogeneity (Agafonova, 2011) .
Analysing the three approaches to interpreting the grammatical nature of CMCCs, one will ultimately conclude that none of them appears explanatory enough, especially when it comes to the study of French multifunctional components united through coordination. This, in turn, brings the existing theories of CMCCs into question, challenging their capacity to reflect the very nature of coordination realised in this type of constructions.
The most widely accepted theory explaining the use of coordinating conjunctions in connecting multifunctional sentence components is the one suggesting that a coordinating conjunction acts as a secondary syntactical link, which is independent from the primary link and makes it possible to use this conjunction to unite multifunctional sentence parts (the so-called "secondary syntactic links" theory) (Mitrović & Sauerland, 2016) .
The proponents of the theory of "secondary syntactic links" address the issue of CMCCs by embracing the notion of two syntactic levels-external and internal ones. While external syntax is established through morphological-syntactical means, i.e., it is shaped on the first syntactic level (patterned operation of word forms), internal syntax is associated with the functioning of syntactic means proper (the second syntactic level) (May & Koster, 2016) .
Organisation of linking relations registered in conjunctional constructions of this type was comprehensively studied by Priyatkina (Priyatkina, 2007) :
He soon returned, but without jacket 'He soon returned, but had no jacket.' (Priyatkina, 2007) With this example, the author illustrates the disjointed nature of these links, whereby the first link presents weak government without the conjunction но ('but'), and the second link does not require any kind of government whatsoever. The first connection-primary-is constructed through word forms, while the other-secondary-uses the conjunction. Pryatkina (Priyatkina, 2007, p. 135) believes that the secondary conjunctional link reveals itself as construed on the level of word forms, regardless of the conjunction. Pursuant to this theory, the conjunction does not modify, dismiss or transform the syntactical relations established within the word forms, but adds another dimension to them, which specific meaning is manifested in the conjunction.
This inference, however, doesn't strike as plausible. The thing is that due to its conventional syntactical independence, the conjunctional component acquires greater semantic load compared to the conjunction-free component. In most cases, the conjunctional component does not only transform the entire semantic load of the construction, but actually appears stylistically marked. (Curau, 2012) In this example, the second part is stylistically marked because of the conjunction mais. Should this same construction lose the conjunction, it would appear stylistically neutral. Therefore, the difference between conjunctional and non-conjunctional constructions happens to be a crucial aspect in terms of both syntactic and semantic reference. This distinctiveness of the conjunctional component defeats the purpose of syntactical links within the CMCCs. If anything, a more appropriate inquiry would concern the special connection existing within the structure under study.
Method
Material Studied
As global news from the sphere of economy, business and business communication in one way or another affect all the inhabitants of the planet, it is the business vocabulary that represents the greatest interest. Saturation of the information field of human activity promotes the popularization of business vocabulary, which is becoming more accessible to the broad public. A significant role in the penetration of business vocabulary into the language of everyday communication is played by the media.
The materials for the present work were articles from the most authoritative business newspapers and magazines.
Study Methods
The study is based on linguistic material obtained as a result of a continuous sampling method of modern business periodicals. Online versions of newspapers and magazines, data of dictionaries were involved in the analysis. In total, about 100 examples were analyzed.
Linguistic methods such as discursive and contextual analysis, structural-semantic, descriptive method, elements of distributional analysis and transformation techniques were used.
Results
Constructions Featuring Multifunctional Coordinating Components: Structural and Semantic Characteristics
At the present stage, none of the interpretations of CMCCs have been proved exhaustive, which brings into question the very validity of the existing approaches devised to define this type of constructions and describe the nature of coordination they rely on. Broadly speaking, CMCCs can be referred to as a type of coordinating constructions, which specific feature lies in the inventory of multifunctional components in need of coordination. In order to disclose the essence of CMCCs, it is imperative to consider two key factors: the semantic-syntactical nature of coordinating conjunctions; and the differences within the coordinating constructions proper.
In CMCCs, the core component of the construction is represented by the coordinating conjunction, which functions as not only the glue connecting sentence parts, but also as an indicator of the secondary conjunctional component. Haff (Haff, 1990) defines CMCCs as emphaticised as opposed to non-emphaticised non-conjunctional constructions. Thus, in "Je veux des pommes mais rouges" the coordinating conjunction mais specifies object feature, as in "I don't just want apples, but red apples specifically". Such construction is marked stylistically and emotionally as compared to its non-conjunctional (i.e., neutral) counterpart: "Je veux des pommes rouges".
In other words, multifunctional sentence components respond to the eliminated coordination in a number of ways: the meaning of the utterance changes to a certain degree, thus shifting the original semantic focus; expressivity and emotional colouring of the utterance end up reduced; and sentence structure is made somewhat "heavier", especially in cases where conjunctional components are expressed by full word collocations.
The increase in the strength and audible duration of conjunctions is primarily achieved through pausing. The component introduced by the coordinating conjunction is typically marked by intonation. In most cases, it also stands out being separated by a comma. In some instances, the secondary conjunctional component is isolated from the first part of the sentence with a dash or a colon: (Piel & Tilouine, 2018) Graphic characters can in this case be viewed as immediate sings of a specific syntactical meaning: in theory, a character is estimated through its conformity with the intonation. However, an actual speaker (or for the purposes ijel.ccsenet.org
International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 9, No. 4; 2019 of this particular example-an actual writer) resorts to such characters to frame up the utterance. Such examples are of particular interest, because in this case semantically remote non-homogeneous components are separated from one another by a dash, which is viewed as a rather prominent punctuation mark. Thus, they are segregated by a lengthy pause that accentuates the semantic distance between them. The dash does not function as an isolating element, but rather emphasises the significant role of the component introduced by the conjunction, making it the core element in the utterance. In such cases, the secondary conjunctional component is closely connected with the entire utterance and bears full informative load: and sometimes involuntarily -to weaken Iran.' (Doutrebente, 2018) Syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional sentence components, which are connected through explicitly expressed coordination, cannot be considered a sub-type of constructions with homogeneous sentence parts, because they violate the homogeneity criterion. The difference between CMCCs and the corresponding non-conjunctional constructions becomes evident against the background of a set of indicators: at the syntactical level, the component introduced by the coordinating conjunction acquires greater independence, which, in turn, weakens subordination; at the semantic level, it is the secondary (conjunctional) component that embeds meaningfully essential information; at the stylistic level, the component introduced by the coordinating conjunction typically acquires expressive marking, which testifies to its stylistic importance.
Sentence Types and Constructions Typology
One of the distinctive features of English syntax is that it features secondary predicative conjunctional structures, i.e. word combinations, which components are linked through predicative syntactical connection.
At the present stage of its development, linguistic science investigates some specific issues and controversial problems associated with composite sentences. The two constituting parts of a composite sentence are traditionally defined as a main clause and a dependent clause. However, the very opposition of main vs dependent is rendered impossible, if the dependent clause functions as a subject or a predicate.
There is a range of supra-phrasal units, which status falls in between compound and complex sentences. For example, thanks to it far-reaching semantics, while can be viewed as both a coordinative link and a compound link depending on the context:
Industrial stocks tumbled 4.5 percent while the aluminum maker Arconic fell 8.9 percent after its earnings failed to impress investors (Phillips, 2018) .
Composite sentences with a connective pronoun which can technically be viewed as sentences featuring an attributive predicative clause, yet the predicative here does not refer to a single word, but to the entire main clause. Thus, the "dependent" part acquires greater independence. For example:
The strong job reports last week fuelled hopes that wage growth would follow which could lead to higher inflation, creating new challenges for the central bank to manage (Phillips, 2018) .
The same is true for sentences featuring the conjunction when in a non-temporal meaning:
When giving a speech during Monday's sell-off, Mr. Trump made no mention of stocks (Phillips, 2018) .
Simple sentences with secondary predication are an intermediate type of sentences taking their place between simple sentences proper (non-expanded) and composite sentences (expanded). Expanded sentences technically comprise a single grammatical basis (a subject and a predicate) and can easily be transformed into two simple ones. Such transformation can prove useful in identifying predicative word groups:
(10) Whatever the government's justification for nationalization, the fact is that state-controlled enterprises are rife with inefficiencies, and operate through incentive systems that breed corruption (Sonin, 2018) .
Other types of expanded sentences include sentences with homogeneous parts (featuring only one predicative link, while the other one somewhat merges with the first one): Sentences with a detached element:
(13) He looked at her face-pale and distorted [He looked at her face, which was pale and distorted].
A simple sentence can be expanded in a number of ways, with new ones evolving continuously. In terms of its saturation with logical content and the intricacy of its inherent semantic relations, a simple sentence can be on a par with its both complex and expanded counterparts.
For a contemporary language, CMCCs can be extremely instrumental in expanding the elementary sentence structure. For the purposes of this paper, the following two conjunctional links can be differentiated: conjunctions connecting words correlated as dominant vs independent; and conjunctions connecting words that do not present homogeneous word parts, but take a parallel syntactic position in a sentence. Therewith, word forms can be arranged following the patterns established at the first level of syntactic relations.
In Type 1 constructions, the first component acts as a dominant word, while the dependent word form bearing objective or adverbial meaning follows the predicate verb (predicate + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier/object).
In contemporary French, utterances featuring a predicate and an adverbial modifier connected by coordination are prevailing (they account for about 87.5% of all collocations with coordinated principal and subordinate sentence parts). For example: Following the study of simple adversative conjunctions used in the three languages within different combinations of predicates and adverbial modifiers, we can single out five general logical-semantic models: utterances bearing the meaning of concession; utterances bearing the meaning of cause; utterances bearing the meaning of lack of efficiency; utterances bearing the meaning of discrepancy; and utterances bearing the meaning of restriction.
In Type 2 constructions, the first component is a dependent word. A study of syntactic functions fulfilled by multifunctional components of this kind allowed to single out several types of word forms, where two multifunctional subordinate sentence parts are connected by a coordinating conjunction:
1) a word form with objective of adverbial meaning refers to the predicate verb:
-predicate verb + adverbial modifier + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier (with different specific functions); -predicate verb + object + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier; -predicate verb + object + coordinating conjunction + attribute.
In Russian, the most frequently used conjunctions include но, хотя, если; in English-but, thus, and; in French-et, mais, disjointed conjunction non seulement … mais.
2) the dependent word-form acting as an attribute refers to the substantive member: substantive member + attribute + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier.
In Russian, such constructions commonly use the conjunctions like но and хотя; in English -but and although; in French-mais and et. With constructions "substantive member + attribute + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier", the attribute can only be in postposition. A distinctive feature of the attribute is that its formalisation depends on the content of the syntactic group it belongs to. Constructions "substantive member + attribute + coordinating conjunction + adverbial modifier" can enclose any kind of attribute. It would be fair to assume that the conjunction singles out the attributes expressing quality and features that are not actually inherent in the attribute, but are of importance in the given context. In this case, the coordinating conjunction amplifies the expressive and impressive potential of the attribute, entrusting it with meaningful and emotional load, making it more presentative, vivid and emotional.
According to research findings, the internal emotional pause occurs whenever resultative relations appear sudden or inconsistent. Audible pause emerges either prior to the coordinating conjunction, or in its wake.
Contemporary linguistic literature has on many occasions noted a characteristic feature of modern syntaxactualisation of sentence parts through their placement in the stressed position. Studies show that the most significant elements of the utterance, fulfilling various functions within the sentence, are most commonly shifted to the end of the sentence. Linguists attribute this phenomenon to the dominance of spoken language, whereby the patterns of word placement appear more flexible as compared to the practices established in the written language. As a natural result, the flexible patterns penetrate the literary language.
Constructive Functions of CMCCs
It is conceivable that CMCCs emerged in the speech process and were gaining ground in the language over extended periods of time. In contemporary French, CMCCs are rather widespread and recurrent.
By virtue of its specifics, CMCCs used in the language of business media act as a stylistic means helping strengthen the semantic load of the utterance, make the speech more expressive and emotional. This is primarily because of the expressiveness typical of the press: while it certainly fulfils its constructive function, it at the same time gravitates towards growing tension and increased expressive and emotional saturation. This stipulation can be exemplified by material retrieved from various sources:
(15) Global debt ratios have risen sharply since the financial crisis began, while traditional lenders' margins have been squeezed… (Sonin, 2018 (Doutrebente, 2018) (17) Greek tourism hit by recession but still seen as recovery hope (Smith, 2011) .
(18) A zero-hours contract is not "flexibility" but exploitation -and it's rising (Elliot, 2016 possibly, killed possibly killed.' (Drury, 2015) Notably, the sentence part singled out via the coordinating conjunction acquires specific emotional content, ensuring that communicating parties pay due attention to certain details present in the message. Only an in-depth functional-semantic analysis of the coordinating conjunction as a linking means used in various types of CMCCs will ultimately highlight the complex logical-semantic relations that can be established within them.
Conclusion
After presenting the results, you are in a position to evaluate and interpret their implications, especially with Linguistic identity refers to a person's self-identification with the corresponding culture, his or her belonging to a certain language group. Linguistic identity may change throughout a person's lifetime influenced by his or her activity-including professional activity. Syntax can be viewed as one of the means through which linguistic identity gets actualised in speech or text. Used in the framework of professional communication, syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional components in many ways empower the speaker to realise his or her linguistic identity.
CMCCs are defined as syntactic constructions, in which the coordinating conjunction connects words fulfilling different syntactic functions (adjunction, limitation, concession, explanation, stipulation) and rendering specific emotional content that makes communicating parties focus on certain details present in the message. This, in turn, may play a decisive role in the framework of professional communication.
The structure of professional identity of a business person comprises verbal-semantic, thesaurus, and motivational levels. Recreating this structure will require a comprehensive analysis of all aspects intrinsic to the linguistic identity of a business person operating in the context of professional interaction, which calls for the study of linguistic phenomena revealing the multidimensional and varied nature of relations established between language and identity.
At the same time, the increasing interest in the issues of syntactic coordination means that a wide variety of coordinating constructions are being researched, including those that deviate from the traditional canons of coordination. Among them are syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components that serve as an indicative example of the sheer capacity of coordination as a syntactical phenomenon.
The presence of a coherent coordinating link that connects words performing different syntactic functions in a sentence is evidenced by their coordinative coupling. This application of the coordinating conjunction goes beyond its traditional use, which implies the realization of a connection between some homogeneous entities-components of a complex sentence and homogeneous members of a simple sentence. The study showed that syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components are characterised by wide and regular reproducibility and have a fairly wide distribution in modern European languages.
At the same time, the conjunctional component in most cases acquires a distinctly expressed stylistic colouring. It is no coincidence that some scholars characterise coordinative constructions featuring conjunctions as more emphatic compared to their more neutral counterparts not accompanied by conjunctive elements.
The study of syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components was based on a number of parameters: the set of tools used in these constructions and the features of their functioning; the semantics and realisation of the components making up such constructions. The study showed that as far as syntactic constructions featuring multifunctional coordinating components are concerned, their specifics is manifested not only in the set of coordinating means, but also in the peculiarities of their functioning.
